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Happy, happy, happy St Patrick’s Day. It’s great
to think that the Luck of the Irish might have
played a little part in both Angela and I finally
cresting the allergy hill and beginning to feel hu-
man again. Angela did it with the help of a doc-
tor’s visit. I’ve been working my way through
physical therapy while dealing with the change of
season “crud”. Hopefully we’ll both be back to
100% before this month ends. -gayle

Looking through my file of complimentary charts, I came
across the design at right and I thought this would be per-
fect for inclusion in this newsletter. I know March is almost
over, but, happily, March comes every year! If you like the chart please visit the Rainbow Gallery website
(supplier of all those beautiful shiny fibers that I love) and the Erica Michaels website (an awesome de-
signer of inspirational designs) and email each of them a thank you for the years they have dedicated to
keeping us in stitches and excited about what we stitch. Without them and the other designers/mfrs like
them our lives would be less beautiful. So take this moment, please, to thank them.

Happy St Patrick’s Day

The complimentary chart for this design is on page 2
of this newsletter. It was designed in 2004 by Erica
Michaels for Rainbow Gallery. If you bring the printed
chart into the shop we will happily help you choose
the perfect fibers to stitch the design.

Here’s some of what Angela has on the shop tables!

WALK THROUGH ACCENTS via GOOGLE. . .A video was created of Accents’ interior for Google maps. You can see it by searching for our address:
4500 Shores Dr. Metairie LA 70002 on GOOGLE. (& only on Google). When you see the Google map and the image of our building, click on the building and
then on our door and the video will open. You can then use the arrows to “walk through” the inside of the shop. We will have this video on our website just as
soon as we can figure out the instructions telling us how to upload it.




